What is MMedia?

MMedia is the videostreaming multimedia server of the Universitat de València, a service implemented and supported by the Servei d'Informàtica in the Virtual Classroom working group.

This service allows any user of the educational community (PDI, PAS, students, etc.) to deposit multimedia material on the streaming server and share those contents with whomever it may be. MMedia resembles the popularly known "Youtube" or "Vimeo", but with the advantages of being an own service (space management, content control, authentication, data protection, etc.).

It is allowed to deposit video files, sound files, photos, pdf and other files related to multimedia.

The management of videos and multimedia files is done through a simple interface, accessible from the Virtual Classroom platform, or directly from MMedia. The user can send his video to MMedia, and make it available in a few minutes for viewing on the Internet.

Of course, you can set configuration parameters for the visualization of the content, make it public or private, make it require a password for its visualization, allow the addition of metadata in order to appear in the search engines, and a long etc .

MMedia also performs the conversion if it comes from our audio and video to MP4 format by simply pressing a button, to broadcast the content in streaming with the highest possible quality at high speed, making the content is reproduced without problem to users with connections not too fast .